Exploring Crestron AirMedia as a wireless presentation tool in the SHU classroom environment
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Tired of being tethered to the classroom podium? Ever wondered what it would be like to walk around the classroom as you presented your material? Do you have student group presentations? Wonder no more, Sacred Heart University is now rolling out a solution to present wirelessly.

The Crestron AirMedia evolves the SHU classroom to the next level of education technology. The device itself is hardwired in to the classrooms’ control systems; thus, reducing the risk of facing network connectivity issues. The AirMedia acts as an access point for the presenter to wirelessly “plug in” their device to the classroom system.

The AirMedia will allow student groups to present at the same time using four separate devices. Presently, you and your students can use the AirMedia option in classrooms where you see the “AirMedia” option on the podium control panel. IT forecasts to have all SHU classrooms equipped with the AirMedia within the next few years.